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Thorns find their joy
The Thorns demolished the Chicago Red Stars 4-0 at 
Providence Park on Sunday, a much-needed victory.   B1
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Many of the unhoused people in Portland live in tents 
pitched on sidewalks or in aging campers parked in 
small convoys behind grocery stores.

Mental illness can be part of the story of how a person 
ends up homeless — or part of the price of survival on 
the streets, where sleep and safety are scarce. Homeless 
people in Multnomah County, which includes Portland, 
die about 30 years earlier than the average American. 
These grim realities have ratcheted up the pressure on 
politicians to do something.

High housing costs and financial adversity are among 
the root causes of the burgeoning population on the 
streets.

About 1 in 3 people who are homeless in Portland 
report having a mental illness or a substance use dis-
order, and the combination of homelessness and sub-
stance use or untreated mental illness has led to very 
public tragedies.

People with schizophrenia, for example, have died 
of hypothermia on the city’s streets. One resident gave 
birth in a snowstorm to a stillborn infant. Metham-
phetamine, cheaper and more potent than it used to 
be, is creating a heightened risk of overdose and psy-
chosis.

In Oregon some politicians, including Portland Mayor 
Ted Wheeler, have proposed changing the civil commit-
ment law, so doctors have more leeway in compelling 
treatment for patients too sick to know they need care.

HOMELESSNESS CRISIS

In Oregon, across 
U.S., increased 
scrutiny of civil 
commitment laws

A high scream cut through the crowd, 
followed quickly by a bassy rumble 
that rattled the bones. Aircraft hurtled 
through the sky in Hillsboro for the Ore-
gon International Air Show Saturday, and 
a voice over the speakers let everyone 
know exactly what was going on.

For aviation enthusiasts whose first 
language isn’t English, the show can be 
confusing. The call signs and acrobatics 
go unnamed, and they know little about 
the pilot in the cockpit.

To help make the show more acces-
sible for Spanish speaking Oregonians, 
the air show is offering live translation, 
making it the first to do so in the United 
States, according to Graciela Tiscareño-
Sato, one of the Spanish announcers.

“If you’re a Spanish speaking person, 
sometimes the best you can do is, ‘Oh, 
what a neat purple airplane,’” Tiscareño-
Sato said. “But you don’t know who the 
pilot is, you don’t know their story or the 
maneuvers.”

Tiscareño-Sato is an U.S. Air Force 
veteran and author of a children’s book 
series called Captain Mama. The books 
aim to inspire young Spanish speaking 
populations to pursue a career in avia-
tion.

It’s Tiscareño-Sato’s second year 
attending air shows as “Captain Mama,” 
a name that stuck after her son spotted 
her in a flight suit. She had a booth at the 
air show Saturday offering book signings 
and pictures in Air Force flight suits.

“There’s this belief that if you don’t 
speak the language, then you can’t be the 
aviator,” Tiscareño-Sato said. “We want 
to make it so it’s not out of reach.”

The show is offering a Spanish lives-
tream on Facebook or people can tune in 
on KZZR 94.3, a Spanish speaking radio 
station hosted by Martin Zotelo.

Jose Avila, who came to the air show 
with his wife and kids, said having the 

option to tune in in your native language 
can make a difference in engagement. He 
has been going to the show for the last ten 
years, and while he speaks English, Avila 
recognizes that not everyone in the crowd 
knows what’s going on.

“It’s pretty cool to hear,” Avila said. “Not 
everyone out here speaks the language, so 
having the Spanish available could really 
help the experience.”

Hundreds of people wandered the air 
show floor Saturday, spanning a large por-
tion of the Hillsboro Airport. The path to 
the main runway was lined with tables 
from colleges, sponsors, military recruit-
ers and a variety of aircraft.

Mikenna Romero, who’s long dreamt of 
becoming a pilot herself, came to the show 
with her young son, Leo. She’s gone to air-
shows most of her life and was elated to be 
able to share that experience. 

“It’s one of the coolest things I’ve been 
able to do with him,” she said.

OREGON INTERNATIONAL AIR SHOW

Air Show puts ‘medio ocho 
Cubano’ in live narration

About 40,000 aviation 
enthusiasts attended the 
35th Oregon International 
Air Show in Hillsboro this 
weekend. It was the first 
year to have Spanish 
speaking announcers.    
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The event in Hillsboro 
introduced live Spanish 
translation at this 
year’s aviation expo.
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Visitors to Oregon’s tallest waterfall will once again 
need a permit this summer.

Timed entry permits are back for the 2023 season at 
Multnomah Falls, required daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 
between May 26 and Sept. 4, the U.S. Forest Service has 
announced.

Those permits are issued per vehicle, not per person, 
and are good for a one-hour time slot, the agency said. 
Visitors are allowed to show up any time within their 
time slot and can stay as long as they like. Those visit-

ing before 9 a.m. or after 6 p.m. don’t need to secure per-
mits. And guests taking public transportation won’t need 
a timed entry pass to enter.

Permits are technically free but cost $2 to purchase on-
line at recreation.gov, where they’re available for up to 
weeks in advance. A limited number of same-day permits 
will also be made available, free of charge, at the Gateway 
to the Gorge Visitor Center in Troutdale and the Cascade 
Locks Historical Museum.
SEE PERMITS, A5
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Timed entry permits back at Multnomah Falls

AIR SHOW IN SPANISH

Graciela Tiscareño-Sato, 
one of the announcers at 
the Oregon International 
Air Show, translated many 
of the aerial maneuvers 
(maniobras) that spectators 
could expect. Here are some 
common English terms for 
aircraft acrobatics and how 
Tiscareño-Sato translated 
them into Spanish.

Half Cuban, roll on the top: 
medio ocho Cubano al tope.

Tail slide: deslizada de colai.

Minimum radius turn: 
mínimo radio de giro.
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